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A new journal sees dawn – but didn’t we already have too many journals and too many articles published to go to oblivion rapidly? Publishers take advantage of the move towards open access. The need to attract an audience and select papers for high-quality decreases with the move towards business models where journals charge article processing fees to cover expenses and create margins. The Journal of Global Neurosurgery (JGNS) is not a business project: it is far more altruistic and intends to fill a real need. The long-term prospects will not depend on revenue but on the sustainability of the publication model, which by necessity must be low cost and non-profit – other ways, the new journal will not be able to fill the need.

"Global Neurosurgery" is becoming increasingly vogue. Individual neurosurgeons and the World Federation of Neurosurgical Societies have fostered projects to develop our specialty in low- and middle-income countries (LMIC), where single neurosurgeons have catered to many millions of patients. We see a worldwide quiet revolution of expanding surgical infrastructure and dissemination of knowledge in countries previously deprived. The stakeholders of this revolution have soon identified a veritable glass ceiling when it comes to publication. Submissions have frequently been seen as relevant or generalizable for the audiences of existing journals. Clinical neuroscience in LMICS is, much to the surprise of many practitioners and editors in previously established structures, different. Fundamental issues such as study population and external validity were rediscovered when population data, research findings, and practice guidelines from affluent, relatively elderly western people with access to smooth infrastructure and exquisitely equipped hospitals were applied with little meaning in LMICS with different demographics and epidemiology. Yet, many clinical studies from LMICS were adapted to previous literature’s format and style, without detecting the unique qualities, "the cracks in the wall" of existing paradigms, that would bring the progress of knowledge and change. I believe that a research community with a thorough understanding of the specific qualities of infrastructure and epidemiology in LMICS is being established, and it needs dedicated platforms. A journal is one such platform that can serve to define and direct the subspecialty.

The Journal of Global Neurosurgery does not create a cost to publish or to read. It will be accessible to practitioners without strong financial support from institutions. It will be a challenge to publish and maintain a journal on a small budget, but the journal will achieve a lot even if it does not survive for decades. It is now that what we call "global neurosurgery" needs a dedicated journal for the kind of material that is unique to LMICS, but that does not reach priority for publication in the sub-specialties or research fields that dominate established medical and neurosurgical journals. The field will grow, people publishing in Global Neurosurgery will cite each other, which – for good and bad – increases citation scores for the authors individually and the area for Global Neurosurgery to be wholly integrated.

I hope for the best for this very timely endeavor. I believe the crucial success factor is to depend on good articles and traceable scientific reasoning. Our task as surgeons-scientists is to study our surroundings and establish mechanistic theories of how things function, usually to improve our clinical performance and science. Real science arises when we derive test hypotheses from seeing if our theories are sustainable or must be changed. The hypotheses and the testing of these are the essences of scientific analysis. Bringing science tools to populations and clinical problems that are unknown to the established journals provides a virgin territory for relevant and good science. The science that will give new perspectives to what we thought was fundamentally true about the studied populations in the available literature. The Journal of Global Neurosurgery has an important mission. It fills a need and is fueled by altruism rather than a business rationale. This new journal has all my support.